
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

WITHOUT A FULL SWING 
 

I recently heard a comment … “Improve Your Game Without A Full Swing.” 

 

How did I take that statement or perhaps suggestion? 

 

A) What procedure in my bag is ‘Less Than Full Swing’? The answer is any stroke that does 

not go ‘Bottom to Classical Top Of Back Swing’ (‘Shaft Parallel To The Ground’ and not 

‘Across The Line’) and then back ‘Down, Out, Forward and Through (‘DOFT’) the 

‘Bottom Of Swing Arc’ (‘BOSA’ – ‘Impact & Separation’). It is a very common tenet for 

your ‘555 Team’ to ABBREVIATE’ your ‘Back & Up Swing’ or what we refer to as 

your ‘Turn & Lift Swing’. Shorter produces more control than longer! The physical 

definition of a ‘Full Back Swing’ is ‘Brace Hand To Your Brace Shoulder’. That is 

indeed, by today’s standards, an ‘Abbreviated Swing’. It is far safer and always more 

under control than its big sister! Just ask Steve Stricker and many other abbreviated 

hitters and swingers! Would you take their swings and records? In a heart beat! 

 

B) Two more procedures in our bag that are ‘Less Than Full Swing’ are our ‘Putting & 

Chipping’ procedures. I can tell you emphatically that these two strokes alone make up 

about 50% to 65% of all your scoring. If you add ‘Short Pitching’ that makes up about 

80%. Now, if you improve this ‘Short Game’ by even 10%, you shall not shave, but 

‘CHOP’ off about 8 strokes per round.  

   

So these are two varieties of ‘Without A Full Swing’.  

  

May I make a personal suggestion from your ‘Golf Doctor’ to YOU?  

 

“Utilize both!” 

 

Golf is a thinking man’s game! 

‘Get Lucky Golf’ is a poor option! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 
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